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WHAT DO DEFINE US AS ANDALUSIANS?



1- Happiness

We radiate Hapinness, and we also transmit it to people.



2- We are masters of jokes

Nobody can argue that in the south of Spain We are really funny. We

can make you laugh easily with a joke and, if the joke is bad, we can 

make you laugh just in the way we tell that. 



3- Sociability

We are really extroverted and sociable. We’re always willing to help anyone



3- Optimism

Even in the worst situations, we try to see the good side of things, and if we

don’t find that, we make fun of ourselves.



We also like EATING.





































MOSQUE-CATHEDRAL (CÓRDOBA).



• LOCATION: Córdoba, Andalucía (Spain).

• TYPE OF EDIFICATION: Religious 
building.

• PERIOD OF CONSTRUCTION: From 786 
A.C. to 988 A.C.

• ARCHITECTONIC STYLE: Islamic, Gothic 
and Renaissance.



Description and History. 

The Mosque of Córdoba is an unique cathedral in the world, which 

collects more than 8 centuries  of architecture and Spanish  art (from 

8th to 15th Centuries. The temple includes a variety of Islamic columns 

and arches and contains elements such as the mihrab and domes, 

with Gothic and Renaissance elements.

Abd al-Rahman I ordered its construction in 786  A.C. Finally, the 

mosque was carried out in 4 phases. In 1236 was consagrated as a 

Cathedral. Today, there are a chapel and a Gothic-Renaissance cruise 

in the center of the cathedral, and numerous chapels on the outer 

walls rises.

Almanzor made the last rehabilitation in 988 a.C., building a huge 

expansion to Eastward. 





The Original Mosque.

• To start with the construction, Abd al-Rahman I bought a land which 

belonged to a Catholic Basilica called "San Vicente", bringing down 

the building but using many materials such as columns, capitals, 

shafts and bases. There were not a specific design for columns in 

this phase, because all of them were reused.

• The huge room opens onto a colonnaded courtyard Umayyad style. 

Architectural innovations were introduced. A series of double arches 

were supported on the columns: a horseshoe and a half point 

arches, managing to raise the ceiling heights to 13 metres, doing a 

lighter indoor building. The architect gave them color with white 

marble segments interspersed with red brick.







First Expansion.

• Abd al-Rahman II made the first expansion to the mosque 64 metres

towards  South side in 833. The columns had not based, but were 

decorated with Islamic capitals.

Second Expansion.

• In 964, Al-Hakam II carried out the largest expansion, 
extending 47 metres further South side and providing it with a 
skylight,a mihrab, decorated with Byzantine mosaics, 3 domes 
and a maqsura bounded by intersecting arches and lobed.

Third Expansion.

• Almanzor almost doubled building expansion in 988. He reached his 

present size: 178 metres from North to South, 125 metres from East 

to West, and a total of 22,250 m2, including “Patio de los Naranjos”.





Consecration as a Cathedral

• The mosque was consecrated as a cathedral in 1236, when 

Fernando III of Castilla conquered Córdoba.

• In 1266, during  Alfonso X reign, a Gothic chapel Mayor (“Chapel of 

Villaviciosa”) was built, occupying part of  Al-Hakam II expansion, 

and using the skylight as an altar.

• In 1523, Cathedral authorities ordered a new chapel and cruise in 

the center of the building. The project lasted 84 years and had 3 

generations of architects. Hernán Ruiz I, made the shape of a cross 

with equal arms and the main rectangular chapel. Hernán Ruiz II 

raised another transept, with a Renaissance style. the base of the 

dome of the main chapel was built in 1607 with its cruise. Finally, in 

1757, a baroque choir stalls was carved and built.





• ARCHITECTONIC STYLE:  Baroque.

• PERIOD OF CONSTRUCTION: Second 

middle of 17th century.

• TYPE OF EDIFICATION:  "Santa María" 

Font.

• LOCATION:  "Patio de los Naranjos".





Description.

• The pilaster showed in "Patio de los Naranjos", is known 

as “Cañito del Olivo” (Ref. 2) because of this near 

situation next to the only olive tree in the courtyard, in 

addition to cypresses, palm and orange trees.

• Originally, the source is supplied from the well built in 

times of Almanzor (Third Expansion), with stone and 

brick. Its function, besides water supply to the visitors, 

was the irrigation system to the existing trees in the 

courtyard. The floor was designed to favor rainwater 

seepage in the area where the grove is located.





Type of constructive elements and 
materials.

• The Source, of rectangular shape, is formed by four large 
black stone piles, dimensions 8,00 x 4,00 metres in plant and 
0,70 metres of height (Ref. 1). Pilasters, located at the four 
corners (Ref. 2), are topped by pinnacles, where the four 
brass pipes come out through from an hemispherical red 
stone tube.

• Start watering down the drain through a wall of the trough, 
pouring water in a pipe (Ref. 3), to an outdoor pool at ground 
level (Ref. 4), which leads to a pipe made of stone and brick, 
and it serves as irrigation system all vegetation del Patio.

• Finally, the paving of the courtyard is finished with Cordoba 
Chinese, placed on dry mortar. The rest is floored with slate 
and limestone wine-colored (Ref. 7).







Irrigation System



Old-Roman Bridge

• ARCHITECTONIC STYLE:  Roman.

• PERIOD OF CONSTRUCTION: 1st century A.C.

• TYPE OF EDIFICATION:  Bridge

• LOCATION: Cathedral Square, Córdoba.



• It has a length of about 331 meters and consists of 16 arches, 

although originally had 17.

• At its southern end is the defensive tower of Calahorra and at its 

North Gate Bridge.







LA ALHAMBRA



“Imagine a thick forest with tall trees, with an endless number of streams and canals and, in the top 
of the hill an ancient fortress of an ineffable beauty, holding the most fragile and lovely palaces, the 
most delightful courts, the most sublime vantage points, the most delicious gardens on earth. And all 
around, the smell of the moss, the sound of the water the lust of a hundred shades of green, and 
many other of ochre and golden“.

-Granada, an architecture guide-





The Alhambra is a 
fortified palatial-city 
begun in the Nasrid
dynasty with the 
purpose of be 
protected from 
Christians. It’s located 
in the Sabika hill with 
650m of height and 
surrounded by the two 
rivers of Granada, The 
Darro and the Genil.

La Alhambra appears 
as a juxtaposition of 
elements, apparently 
not for remain on time, 
a typical fact of the 
Nasrid Architecture, 
and mostly because 
they didn’t thought 
about being there for a 
long time. So, the plan 
is not defined, the 
palaces appear 
spontaneously.



“These be God’s bounds, and whose obey God 
and the Apostle. He will make him enter into 
gardens beneath which rivers flow, and they 
shall dwell therein for Aye”

-Koran IV, 56-







THE WALLS OF LA ALHAMBRA





THE PALACES



PARTAL PALACE





THE GENERALIFE



















COMARES AND THE MYRTLES COURTYARD







THE PALACE OF THE LIONS







LINDARAJA COURTYARD





THE TOWER OF THE CANDLE











THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION. 


